Carnegie Mellon’s Scarab Rover Joins Other NASA Lunar Projects in Extensive Demo at Lake Moses, Washington

PITTSBURGH—Carnegie Mellon University’s autonomous lunar rover Scarab, developed for NASA to navigate across the powdery surface of the moon and drill for water ice and examine other chemicals in the pitch dark Schackelton Crater at the lunar south pole, will join NASA rover prototypes for testing and a demonstration at Moses Lake, Wash., June 1-14.

The robots are being developed as part of NASA’s Human Robot Systems (HRS) program in the Exploration Systems Directorate. There are some 25 programs at different research centers developing projects for the moon.

The Johnson Space Center will be showing off their new astronaut transport vehicle, Chariot. While JPL will be unveiling “Athlete,” a transport and habitation module resting on a circle of legs. Our role is to show Scarab’s mobility skills and show how well it can navigate in the complete darkness of the Schackelton crater. The bottom of the robot will glow.

The demonstration is another step leading up to a more extensive testing at Monakea in Hawaii in November. Navigation work has to be done so we can focus on drilling and analysis of soils.

We will not be alone in Hawaii. Apparently LockheedMartin has a device focused on in situ resource utilization—oxygen and hydrogen cracking developing a robot for regolith.

The team heading for Washington includes Wettergreen, Spencer Spiker for logistics, Jim Teza, electronics; David Kohenbash, embedded software; Scott Moreland, mechanical lead; Paul Brartlett, a robotics masters student in mechanical engineering; Domenick Jonak, autonomous software.

—more—
They’ve taken software from Zoe at Amboy Crater and reutilizing it on Scarab.
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**About Carnegie Mellon:** Carnegie Mellon is a private research university with a distinctive mix of
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